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Horse-Gate is the biggest target-group -spanning portal for
the equestrian business. Under this umbrella brand
Forum Zeitschriften and Spezialmedien unites the following
horse-related websites:
Horse-Gate.com
Pferdebetrieb.de
equitrends.de
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FACTS & FIGURES
Reach more than 110.000 users in the equestrian industry
Horse-Gate.com, Pferdebetrieb.de and equitrends.de have specific target groups who share their passion for horses, horse-related topics and
products. These specific target groups get information about a variety of topics in technical contributions, new products, trends, recent news and the latest
results of races e. g.
■ Our online platforms hence make it possible for you to reach all your (potential) target groups
■ In addition the forum on Horse-Gate.com is an especially attractive platform for advertisement: a community (of 16.000 registered users and
380 premium users) which is used for a vivid exchange about breeding, stallions, keeping and many other horse-related topics.
Target groups:
Horse-Gate.com:

News, latest products etc- + online community
Target group:	Breeders, stallion owners, breeding stations,
professional horse riders etc.
Visitors per month:
100.000
Page impressions:
300.000

equitrends.de:	
Fashion, trends in equestrian sports, news on
enterprises, products, etc.
Target group:	Tackshops, producers and (service) providers
in equestrian sports
Visitors per month:
500
Page impressions:
1.000

Pferde-Betrieb.de:

News, Products, Keeping, Law, etc.
Target group:	The decision-makers in stables, professional riders/horsemen,
fully qualified grooms
Visitors per month:
4.000
Page impressions:
10.000

Make use of our dog-related brands
as well in order to raise your reach
(+150.000 visitos per month)
www.derhund.de
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All facts and figures date from December 2018
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BANNERS

on Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de

Leaderboard

Ad-Bundle
850 €/a month
consisting of: skyscraper, leaderboard, medium rectangle –
in rotation on our dog-related portals
Banner formats
550 €/a month

Leaderboard 728 x 90 px

490 €/a month

Medium Rectangle 300 x 250 px

350 €/a month

Teaser-Box 300 x 135 px

1,200 €/a year

Skyscraper

Skyscraper 160 x 600 px

Content-Theme-Banner

Half Rectangle 300 x 125
(online on the forum of Horse-Gate ) 

275 €/a month

Content-Theme-Banner 858 x 100 px

350 €/a month

■ Additional formats are available on request.
Banner-producing service:
You do not have a ready-to-be-used banner?
We can help you out and create one for you Price (per hour) 
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PR | CONTENT

on Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de

1. Presenting Products

3. Advertorial

Setting „Activities“

Your own Advertisement Main Page

Ideal for
■ introducing a product
■ special activities and offers
■ events
■…

Ideal for
■ a company profile
■ an explanation or presentation of a
specific product.
■…

Extent:		Editorial teaser with a text up
to 500 signs (including spaces/
blanks), 2 photos and 1 video
The URL-Link of your choice >
for advanced SEO
Duration:
minimum of three months
Price:		
150 €/a month

Extent: Detailled, editorial coverage with a
text up to 5,000 signs (including blanks/
spaces), 4 pictures and 1 video
The URL-Link of your choice >
for advanced SEO
Topics can be changed once every
three months. SEO-optimization via
promotion in our magazines, on
Facebook and in our newsletters.

2. Teaser

Produktmeldung

Landing Page + Category „News“

Duration:
Price:		

3 months
950 €/a month

6 months
750 €/a month

Advertorial

12 months
550 €/a month

Extent: 		Editorial teaser with a text up to 1,000 signs
(including spaces/blanks), 3 photos and 1 video
The URL-Link of your choice > for advanced SEO
The topics can be changed monthly
1 sponsored post on Facebook
Duration:
3 months
Price:		
500 €/a month
STRONG BRANDS UNDER ONE UMBRELLA: Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de
The prices do not include taxes
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NEWSLETTER

on Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de

According to your wishes and target
group under the brands of Horse-Gate,
Pferdebetrieb or equitrends.

1. Teaser or Banner
Top-Banner

Horse-Gate.com: 16,000 recipients
■ people who are interested in sports
and breeding
■ breeders
■ stallion owners
■ breeding stations
■…
Pferde-Betrieb.de: 15,000 recipients
■ decision-makers in stables
■ agricultural businesses
■ breeders
■ (assistant) instructors and professional riders
■…
equitrends.de: 3,000 recipients
■ equestrian sports sales people
■ service providers
■ producers
■ advisors for the retail industry
■…

in an editorial newsletter
Extent*: 	Teaser
	Text up to 400 signs
(including spaces/blanks),
1 photo (high size)
The URL-Link of your 		
choice > for advanced SEO
Banner:
static or animated
Format:
600 x 95 px
Price:
425 €
2. Stand-Alone
Your individual newsletter
Extent*:	Text of 300 to 700 signs
(including spaces/blanks),
1 to 3 pictures, 2 links
(ideally hidden in buttons)
Price:
750 €

*material is provided by the client
Text-producing-service:
You do not have a complete text? We would like to help you with that.
Just contact us.
STRONG BRANDS UNDER ONE UMBRELLA: Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de
The prices do not include taxes
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SPECIALS

Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de

1. Quizzes | raffles
■ We design your raffles and think of questions for your quizzes or other
interactive formats to entertain and get the users´ attention.
Extent:
Advertisment on the landing page
Logo + Banner
Teaser in our newsletter and on Facebook
Duration:
3 months
6 months
Price:
550 €/a month
400 €/a month
An additional option: The sponsoring of prizes and vouchers is possible
as well!
2. Raffle | tombola on Social Media
■ The raffle will be published and run on Facebook or Instagram.
If you want to, we can think of suitable questions for your raffle.
Duration:
3 - 5 days
Price:
400 €
3. Favourite piece | online + print
■ Our editorial staff tests your product and reports about their
favourite pieces.
■ Evaluation of your products
Extent (online): Editorial teaser on the landing page with a text up to
500 signs (including spaces/blanks), 1 to 3 pictures
Extent (print):	Presentation of your product in one of our issues of
Pferdebetrieb or equitrends – in the category shop
window for example
Duration:		
3 months
Price:		
800 €/a month

4. Testing products
■ Our online community tries out your products and gives feedback.
■ Authentic User-Generated-Content
Extent (online): Advertisment on the landing page
Distribution via our newsletter and on Facebook
Extent (print):	Presentation in one issue of our magazines
Pferdebetrieb or equitrends – in the category shop
window for example
Duration:
3 months
Price:
2,000 €/a month
5. Calendar | Product Calendar
■ Placing your products, services and offers every month in your individual
product calender e.g. a feeding calendar with specific advice according
to the month and season and the link to your homepage with the direct
option to buy the specific product.
Extent (online): Presentation on the landing page
1 to 2 products a month
Logo + Banner
Distribution via our newsletter and on Facebook
Extent (print):	Hint in one of our issues of
Pferdebetrieb or equitrends
Duration:
3 months
6 months
2 months
Price:
950 €/a month 750 €/a month 550 €/a month
Text-producing-service: You do not have a complete text?
We would like to help you with that. Just contact us.
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The prices do not include taxes
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VIDEO

Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de

1. Video production
■ We produce and distribute videos for you.
■ Those videos can show and include products, explanations, your
company profile and philosophy etc.
Price: starting at 1,000 €

STRONG BRANDS UNDER ONE UMBRELLA: Horse-Gate.com | Pferde-Betrieb.de | equitrends.de
The prices do not include taxes
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CONTACT PERSONS
SITE MANAGER

MEDIA CONSULTANTS

Kai Schwarz
Phone +49 (0)8233/381-164
kai.schwarz@forum-zeitschriften.de

Melanie Hahn
Phone +49 (0)8233/381-524
melanie.hahn@forum-zeitschriften.de

ADVERTISING SERVICE

Burkhard Müller
Phone +49 (0)5436/9689800
burkhard.mueller@forum-zeitschriften.de

Sabine Konhäuser
Phone +49 (0)8233/381-515
sabine.konhaeuser@forum-zeitschriften.de
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FORUM Zeitschriften und Spezialmedien GmbH, Mandichostraße 18, D-86504 Merching, Phone +49 (0)8233/381-142, Fax -212
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AGBs
Paragraph 1
Advertisement order under the following General Terms & Conditions
of Business is the contract for the publication of one or more
advertisements of an advertising party in a printed medium for the
purpose of distribution.
Paragraph 2
Advertisements are deemed for publication within one year of entering
into the agreement. If under the terms of the agreement the right to
individually published advertisements has been granted, the order shall
be carried out within one year of publication of the first advertisement,
insofar as the first advertisement is called off and published within the
period described in paragraph 1.
Paragraph 3
On conclusion of the transaction, the ordering party is entitled to recall
further advertisements within the agreed period of time or as stated
under Paragraph 2 on the quantity of advertisements named in the
order.
Paragraph 4
In the event that an order is not carried out due to circumstances
beyond the control of the Publishers, the Advertiser, without prejudice
to any other legal obligations, shall grant to the Publisher the difference
between the warranted allowance and the actual acceptance.
Remuneration is void when the non-conformity is a result of force
majeure in the risk area of the Publisher.
Paragraph 5
For the calculation of the ordered quantity, text millimetre lines are
converted to advertisement millimetres in accordance with the price.
Paragraph 6
Advertisements and enclosures which are placed exclusively for
publication in stipulated numbers, specific editions or which are
to be situated in certain places in the journal shall be submitted to
the Publishers with enough time for the latter to be able to inform
the Advertiser before expiry of the advertising deadline in the event
that the order cannot be performed in the stipulated way. Classified
advertisements shall be printed under the appropriate heading, without
requiring an express agreement to this effect.
Paragraph 7
Advertisements which by reason of their editorial-style design are not
immediately recognizable as advertisements shall be clearly identified as
such by the Publishers by insertion of the word „advertisement“.
Paragraph 8
The Publisher reserves the right to refuse advertisements – including
individual call off within the framework of a transaction – and orders
for enclosures for reason of the content, origin or technical form
according to standard, justified principles of the Publisher if the content
violates laws or official regulations or if publication of such is otherwise
unacceptable to the Publisher. Orders for enclosures are then only
binding for the Publisher when a sample has been submitted and
approved. Enclosures are not accepted which because of their design
and style give the reader the impression that they are a component of

the newspaper or journal, or which contain advertisements from other
parties. The Advertiser shall be informed immediately in the event that
his advertisement is refused.
Paragraph 9
The Advertiser is responsible for providing the text for the advertisement
together with good print copy and for supplying the enclosures in
good time. The Publisher shall demand substitutes immediately for any
print copy which is obviously unsuitable or damaged. The Publisher
guarantees the standard print quality for the titles with vouchers within
the range of possibilities facilitated by the print copy and the paper
quality used.
Paragraph 10
In the event of the advertisement appearing in full or in part illegible,
incorrect or incomplete, the Advertiser is entitled to a reduction in
payment or to a replacement advertisement in perfect condition, but
only to the extent to which the purpose of the advertisement has been
impaired. Claims for compensation on the basis of positive violation of
claim, negligence on conclusion of the contract and acts of tort are –
even in the case of orders placed by telephone – excluded. Claims for
compensation on the basis of impossibility of performance and delay are
restricted to indemnity for the foreseeable damage and to the payment
for the advertisement or insert concerned. This does not apply to
intent and gross negligence on the part of the Publisher, his authorized
representative and employees assisting in the performance. Liability
of the Publisher for damages on account of the absence of warranted
characteristics remains unaffected. In the course of commercial business
transactions, the Publisher is also not liable for gross negligence on
the part of employees assisting in the performance; in other cases the
liability for gross negligence is restricted in extent to the foreseeable
damage to the amount of the payment for the advertisement
concerned. Complaints - except in the case of defects which are not
immediately obvious – must be enforced within four weeks after receipt
of invoice and receipt.
Paragraph 11
Specimen proofs shall only be supplied if these are expressly requested.
The Advertiser has responsibility for the correctness of the returned
specimen proofs. The Publisher shall take account of all corrections of
errors of which he is notified within the period of time set when sending
out the specimen proof.
Paragraph 12
When no specific sizes are prescribed, the basis of the calculation shall
be the actual copy size usual for the type of advertisement.
Paragraph 13
If the Advertiser does not pay in advance, the invoice shall be sent
out immediately, in any case however, 14 days from publication of
the advertisement. The invoice is to be paid within the times given
in the price list and which begin on receipt of the invoice, insofar as
in individual cases no other terms of payment have been agreed or
payment made in advance. Discounts are granted for payments before
the deadline, and as described in the price list.

Paragraph 14
In the event of default or deferment of payment, interest and collection
costs will be charged. In the case of default of payment the Publisher
can delay the further execution of the current order until payment has
been received and can demand payment in advance for the subsequent
advertisements. In the case of justifiable doubt as to the ability of the
ordering party to pay at any time during the contractual period for the
advertising, the Publisher is entitled to make the publication of further
advertisements, without consideration of any originally agreed date for
payment, dependent on the advance payment of the amount and on
the settlement of outstanding invoices.
Paragraph 15
The Publisher shall supply on request with the invoice documentary
evidence of the advertisement. Depending on the type and scope of an
advertisement order, advertisement excerpts, proof pages or complete
proof numbers shall be supplied. If this cannot be provided, in its place
there will be a legally binding voucher from the Publisher confirming the
publication and distribution of the advertisement.
Paragraph 16
The Advertiser is responsible for the costs of preparation of lithographs,
printing copy, matrixes and drawings which he orders and for any
substantial amendments which he request or which are required to the
originally agreed copy.
Paragraph 17
In the event of a reduction in circulation, there can be an entitlement to
a reduction in price where a contract has been entered into for several
advertisements, if the total average is less than the average circulation
stated in the price list or in another way for the year of insertion
beginning with the first advertisement or if the circulation is not stated,
the average circulation sold for the previous calendar year. A reduction
in circulation is then only a fault which justifies a price reduction if this is
to the following amount.
for circulation of up to 50,000 issues 20%
for circulation of up to 100,000 issues 15%
for circulation of up to 500,000 issues 10%
for circulation of over 500,000 issues 5%
In addition, claims to price reduction are excluded if the Publisher
informs the ordering party in good time from the reduction in circulation
figures, so that the latter can withdraw in good time from the
contractual agreement before publication of the advertisement.
Paragraph 18
For advertisements with box numbers, the handling and forwarding
of the offers in good time will be dealt with by the Publisher with the
due care of normal business practice. Registered letters and express
letters to box number advertisements shall be forwarded by normal
post. Mail received in reply to advertisements with box numbers will
be kept for four weeks. Letters which are not collected within this
period will be destroyed. Valuable documents will be returned by the
Publisher, without obligation to do so. The Publisher reserves the right
in the interest of and for the protection of the ordering party, to open
the offers received by way of inspection, in order to eliminate the
possibility of misuse of the box number service. The Publisher is not
obliged to forward business promotional mail and agency offers.
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Paragraph 19
Print copy shall only be returned to the Advertiser when this is
specifically requested. The obligation to hold these documents expires
after three months following the end of the contractual period.
Paragraph 20
Place of performance is the head office of the Publisher. In business
dealings with commercial business people, with legal officials of
public law or in the case of separate funds under public law, the place
of jurisdiction in the case of legal action is the head office of the
Publisher. Insofar as claims of the Publisher are not enforced in default
proceedings, the place of jurisdiction for non-business people is deemed
to be their residence. If the address or the normal place of residence of
the ordering party, including in the case of non-business people, is not
known at the time of the legal action being taken or if after the contract
has been concluded, the ordering party has relocated to a new address
or to a different normal place of residence which is outside the area of
validity of the law, then the place of jurisdiction is agreed to be the head
office of the Publisher.
Paragraph 21
All present and future claims of the agency against its ordering party
in respect of the insertion and possible additional costs are assigned
to the Publisher. The agency has the authority to recover the assigned
debts for so long until it has met the contractual obligation of payment
towards the Publisher. The Publisher is in principle entitled to disclose
and recover the debt on his own behalf.
Paragraph 22
The Advertiser has sole responsibility for the content and legal
admissibility of the texts and pictures made available for the insertion.
The advertiser is under obligation to release the Publisher from any third
party claims which arise against the former from the performance of
the order, even if this should be cancelled. The Publisher is not obliged
to examine orders and advertisements to check whether these infringe
on rights of third parties. In the event that cancelled advertisements are
still published, the Advertiser does not have any right to claim against
the Publisher.
Paragraph 23
In the event of payment delay or prolongation, interest and costs of
collection will be charged. In the case of delayed payment, the Publisher
can withhold performance of the remaining order until payment
has been made or demand payment in advance for the remaining
advertisements. Where reasonable doubt exists in the ability of the
Advertiser to make payment, the Publisher is entitled, also during the
period of running the advertisement which was contractually agreed,
to make the publication of additional advertisements dependent
on advance payment of the due amount and on the settlement of
outstanding invoice amounts, without taking account of the originally
agreed terms of payment. General Terms and Conditions of Business for
Advertisements and Enclosures in Newspapers and Journals.
Paragraph 24
All graphic material submitted shall be free of third-party rights.
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